
  

Bulls See Barrick Gold Upside into 2021 

Ticker/Price: GOLD ($29.70) 

 

Analysis: 

Barrick (GOLD) large opening sale 3,500 ITM March $31 puts for $5 to open this afternoon and follows sellers in the 

March $30 puts on 7/29 and buyers of 4850 September $32 calls on 7/31. GOLD has seen plenty of put selling in the 

September $30 strike in late July as well and over 26,500 September $30 calls in OI from buyers. GOLD is starting to emerge 

out of a three-month range above $28.50 that measures out of $35. GOLD has shown relative strength to peers and strong 

trend lately above its 10-week MA. The $51.86B company trades 28X earnings, 5X sales, and 15.5X cash with a 1% yield. 

They’ve worked to reduce debt, down 17% in Q1 and adjusting maturities out until 2033 to give them more flexibility in the 

near-term. GOLD is benefiting from better spot prices and the weakening dollar which will keep precious metals prices bid. 

Meanwhile, they’re expanding production and their global exploration portfolio has had some significant discoveries in the 

last 12 months including upgrades in Puerto Rico, a life of mine extension at Brownfield, and expanded high-grade 

mineralization efforts in Nevada. Analysts have an average target for shares of $22, Deutsche Bank at a Street High of $35 

citing standout operational performance within the industry and their solid balance sheet. They also note that GOLD is one of 

the largest gold companies globally and especially sensitive to a rising gold-price environment. Short interest is minimal and 

hedge fund ownership rose 4.6% in Q1 filings. Point72 a large new stake.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: GOLD is a bit extended along with peers but flows continue to dictate upside across the 

precious metals group, so will have to look for strategic entries, NEM traditionally my favorite.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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